
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Mon. 23 May 2022 

Compiled Mon. 23 May 2022 12:01 am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty two multiple personalities.” 

 

“You must be the change you wish to see in the world.”   

…Mahatma Ghandi 

 

Gratitude 

May 22, 2022 - #4836 Music & the Spoken Word (thetabernaclechoir.org) 

We owe much to the kindness of others and indebted to those who have taught, nurtured and 

helped us along the way. Above all, we are indebted to our Maker for life and everything in it. 

Indeed, every good thing comes from Him. The more deeply we feel that, the more inclined we 

are to see the goodness all around us. We see God’s hand not just in our lives, but in others as 

well. Doing so, we draw closer to both God and His children – our brothers and sisters in God’s 

wonderful world. 

Judy Note: In the coming days and weeks this battle between the Alliance and Demonic 

Deep State was expected to greatly intensify. Worldwide chaos sparked by either could happen 

at any time, with Internet communication compromised in some fashion. A worldwide food, fuel 

and Goods crisis was in the making, while a Global Financial Crash was expected at any time. 

A recently confiscated recording of a meeting of high ranking Chinese Communist Party 

authorities revealed that the CCP was preparing for a “D-Day Invasion” of the continental United 

States, with forces to land on the beaches of both the East and West coasts (with the help of 

Biden and Newsom serving as China’s accomplices). 

There “were” hundreds, if not thousands, of shipping containers containing four Nuke 

Cruise Missiles each parked across the US and on the North and South Coast Lines – which 

evidently the White Hats have taken care of. 

Government leaders worldwide have begun lifting COVID-19 mandates and restrictions, 

though Deep State nations were leaving in place an apparatus of digital tracking and 

identification that formed the embryonic stages of a digital social credit score. Pfizer has already 

announced a microchip embedded in a pill. Evidently the World Economic Forum under Schwab 

has worked on “embedding people in government who are subscribed to” the Great Reset 

Agenda. 

https://www.thetabernaclechoir.org/videos/may-22-2022-4836-music-and-the-spoken-word.html


The Good News: 2000 Mules Documentary Proves 2020 Election Fraud, Dinesh DSouza: 

https://greatawakening.world/qanon 

A. Global Currency Reset Reminder: No one, and I mean Absolutely No One knows the 

exact time and date that the codes will be entered for notification of Tier 4B (us, the Internet 

Group) to set redemption/ exchange appointments. That would be decided from calculations of 

the Military Quantum Computer and based upon concerns for safety of The People. Trust the 

Plan. 

 The gold-backed Chinese Yuan has replaced the fiat US Dollar as the world’s reserve 

currency.  

 On Thurs. 11 May the Global Currency Reset was activated according to Q and Trump. 

 The King Pin of the GCR – the Iraqi Dinar – has been removed from the International 

Sanction’s List and Iraq has been told they could revalue their Dinar at any time. 

 To obtain the special rates and in order to redeem Zim Bonds, your exchange/ 

redemption must be accomplished during a specific time period and done at a 

Redemption Center that has been set up for that purpose.  

B. Restored Republic: 

 On Tues. 17 May, 2022 a Constitutional Convention of 38 states was held in 

Washington DC, where US Inc was declared officially dead and the US Republic was 

Restored to principles of the original Constitution. …Fleming 

C. Project Pelican: Shipping Container Nukes 

 If they announced the mass arrests they risked activation of one or more Cruise Missiles 

going off from any shipping container. There “were” hundreds, if not thousands, of 

shipping containers parked anywhere, pointing right at the US. 

 They own ports all along the North and South Coast Lines. 

 They own the Trucking companies and drivers. 

 All the containers looked the same, with four Cruise Missiles in each one. 

 Anyone could have bought one. They could be anywhere, ready to go off remotely at any 

time, threatening to go off. 

 Remember those Nuke Warnings in Winnipeg, Pickering, South Carolina, Hawaii? 

 Everything is connected. Good thing Russia is part of the Alliance. 

 Project Pelican at 7 min. mark: https://www.greatnewsreport.com/igp5-00193-shipping-

container-nukes/?ref=15359 

D. China preparing for “D-Day” INVASION of the continental United States, with forces to 

land on the beaches of California, as Biden and Newsom serve as China’s accomplices 

 Leaked audio that appears to have originated from a meeting of China‟s top war 

generals reveals elaborate plans for a land invasion in the near future, waged by the 

People’s Liberation Army (PLA) and augmented with cyber warfare, orbital space 

https://greatawakening.world/qanon
https://www.greatnewsreport.com/igp5-00193-shipping-container-nukes/?ref=15359
https://www.greatnewsreport.com/igp5-00193-shipping-container-nukes/?ref=15359


weapons and the activation of CCP civilians currently embedded in corporations and 

governments around the world. 

 China‟s shutdowns of Shanghai and Beijing were actually a cover story to allow the 

military to use sea port infrastructure to load cargo ships with military supplies in 

preparation for a large-scale “D-Day” land invasion. 

 Although the United States is not specifically mentioned in the leaked audio, the 

preparations refer to a “Final War” and are deemed far too extensive to merely be 

targeting Taiwan. 

 The invasion forces would cross the Pacific disguised as merchant ships / cargo 

ships. Once they arrive within short-range rocket range, containers on the top of these 

ocean vessels would open up and launch short-range rockets, including tactical battlefield 

nuclear weapons, striking National Guard and military bases in California. Chinese 

troops would then land on the beaches. They would seize the ports (such as Long Beach), 

then use the ports to land heavier ships which would offload armor, artillery, and other 

heavy weapon of war. From there, China would have established a beachhead similar to 

the way allied forces stormed the beaches of Normandy in World War II. 

 Both China and Russia have pre-staged large caches of weapons, uniforms, RPGs, 

automatic weapons, night vision equipment and other military gear across the 

United States, county by county. These equipment caches will be activated when the 

CCP and Russian civilians are told to “go hot” and begin carrying out domestic sabotage 

operations targeting the US power grid, fuel refineries, railways and other infrastructure 

targets. From the transcript of the leaked audio, “We should take the way of using 

civilians to cover and support the military… We will mobilize overseas Chinese and 

overseas Chinese organizations to actively participate in supporting our military 

operations.” 

 China is deliberately stockpiling massive quantities of food supplies (grains), 

microchips, ammunition, commodities and other items in preparation for being 

economically cut off by the West, just as the USA and NATO did to Russia. This 

further implies that China is preparing to attack the West and is anticipating the West’s 

response by watching what the USA and NATO have done to Russia. 

E. White Hat Intel: 

 When the U.S, Russia, UK, China or a large portion of the EU turn off their 

Internet or shut down their own grid, that means they are either making a Military Strike 

or getting ready for a Military Attack. 

 A top war analyst predicted that the first strike would be a massive Cyber Attack and 

low yielding Nuclear Bomb (EMP) detonated 1-3 miles above the ground over major 

Electric/electronic infrastructure and grids. Turning off the electric grid will save primary 

electronics, insure defense from ongoing cyber attacks crashing the system and protect 



communication equipment, electronic controlled grids and Military equipment and 

weapons. 

 In the past three months the U.S. Military in the United States have been searching 

vessels, shipping containers, shipping boxes off loaded through the States for surface to 

air missiles concealed in shipping boxes. The East Coast is being heavily searched 

through major cities and shipping ports. 

 All last year the Deep State warned of major Cyber-Attacks that would cause a 

breakdown of the electrical grids and internet. That's because they are planning this in 

order to cover up for their virus release being exposed more and more and the vaccines 

deaths being exposed day by day. This is their play book, just like the Great Depression  

in 1930s (break the economy and then start a world war) Such cover ups their foul deeds 

such as Money laundering and taking over countries’ gold and resources. 

 Biden‟s Deep State wanted a war in Ukraine to cover up Joe and Hunter’s dealings in 

Ukraine. A war would insure that Russia takes Ukraine and the current president 

Volodymyr Zelensky would be removed and the investigations would cease. 

 The war would be plastered all through Mainstream and Social Media, create panic 

and cover up exposure of the findings of the Durham investigation into Clinton, Obama, 

Fauci, plus cover up laundered money of the Deep State and create cover for corrupt 

European countries presidents, elites and Banks 

 The war in Ukraine would bring down the New World Order (UN, NATO exposure).  

 Currently the 32 Nations Alliance White Hats have Military Generals in every major 

country getting ready to rebuff the UN, NATO and their own Deep State Military forces 

connected to their corrupted government owned by the Central Banking System and Deep 

State Cabal. 

 If all went well a world lockdown would ensue after a World Nuclear and Military 

Standoff.  

 There would be great unrest, confusion, protests and riots, which would lead to Martial 

Law. 

 At that time White Hats Military in every nation would arrest their own Deep State 

officials in government, Media, Elites, Deep State Military and all who colluded in the 

Pandemic, vaccine bio-weapon and those who betrayed their country by working with the 

Cabal Deep State (DAVOS, Rockefellers, Rothschilds, Gates, World Banks, Vatican, 

CCP, ect.). 

 In the next months expect the world’s largest earthquakes and a fake alien invasion. 

 For now pay attention to weather weapons/ tectonic weapons being used throughout the 

world, volcanos, explosions, droughts, floods, fires, cyclones, tsunamis, etc. 

F. The Real News for Sun. 22 May 2022: 



 White Hats: When the U.S, Russia, UK, China or a large portion of the EU turn off their 

Internet or shut down their own grid, that means they are either making a Military Strike 

or getting ready for a Military Attack. 

 A top war analyst predicted that the first strike would be a massive Cyber Attack and 

low yielding Nuclear Bomb (EMP) detonated 1-3 miles above the ground over major 

Electric/electronic infrastructure and grids. 

 Project Pelican, White Hats: There “were” hundreds, if not thousands, of shipping 

containers of four Cruise Missiles each, inside and on the North and South Coast Lines, 

all pointing at US targets. 

 Leaked audio that appears to have originated from a meeting of China‟s top war 

generals revealed elaborate plans for a land invasion of the US in the near future. 

 New York City Mayor Declares State of Emergency: 

https://resistthemainstream.org/new-york-city-mayor-declares-state-of-

emergency/?utm_source=telegram 

 Whiplash347 claimed there would be no Emergency Broadcast System release until 

after crimes of the Deep State were exposed and worldwide riots occurred. 

 Pfizer has announced they have planted Microchips in pills that will usher in the New 

World Order. 

 UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres: "Global hunger levels have reached a new 

high. In just two years, the number of people suffering from food shortages has doubled 

from 135 million to 276 million today. 

 “Who controls the food supply controls the people; who controls the energy can 

control whole continents.” …Henry Kissinger  

 Globalists who have controlled our financial system were moving ever so swiftly to 

control the food industry while running much of it under the radar. While a rash of fires 

suddenly destroy food processing, meat, and fertilizer plants, during a time where farmers 

are hurting and supply chain issues are kicking in, an entire traceable food infrastructure 

system has already been built in multiple cities and is making its way across the globe. If 

they control the food they can use the digital ID to control consumer access to the food. 

 The US, Taiwan, China, Iran, Russia, Ukraine, Europe, Australia, Saudi Arabia, 

India, Pakistan, Afghanistan and parts of Africa were getting ready for a Black Swan 

Event, plus preparing for Blackouts, Cyber Attacks and massive standoffs connected to 

food, energy, supplies and money in banks. 

 The Deep State was planning to instigate over 400 violent protests across the US, 

plus a Radiation release was in the works that would cause Cancerous Tumors for the 

vaccinated – all in preparation for their Military Takeover. 

 Whiplash347: There will be no EBS till after the World Riot's and collapse: 

https://t.me/DECLASVII/346 HUMANS, sheeps, normies must feel like they are taking 

the world, streets, governments back after the collapse and after all the pain was exposed, 

the darkness they never knew they lived.  

https://resistthemainstream.org/new-york-city-mayor-declares-state-of-emergency/?utm_source=telegram
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 Sovereign State National Workshop #1 Nesara-Gesara is Ours- The People PART 1: 

https://youtu.be/oRtl4Ldnb4w 

 Nesara-Gesara PART 2: https://rumble.com/v15m31x-sovereign-state-nationals-

workshop-1-part-2-nesara-gesara-is-ours-the-peopl.html 

 Pfizer Announces Microchips in Pills to Usher in New World Order: 

https://newspunch.com/pfizer-ceo-announces-trackable-microchips-in-pills-to-usher-in-

the-new-world-order/  

 Australia: 'A republic will happen' New Australian PM pegged to remove Queen as 

head of state: https://www.express.co.uk/news/royal/1613921/Queen-news-Australian-

elections-prime-minister-Anthony-Albanese-Australia-republic 

 FDA is “rotten to the core,” says Dr. Robert Malone – the agency knew all along that 

covid “vaccines” cause viral replication – NaturalNews.com 

https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-05-20-fda-rotten-robert-malone-covid-vaccines-

replication.html 

 Durham reveals shocking evidence on the FBI: https://youtu.be/c3OvrTcPAzQ 

 When a U.S. President takes Office, he takes multiple positions of multiple entities. 

Duly elected U.S. President Donald Trump is the Commander in Chief of the Military. 

Biden is not. Since US Inc. is defunct, Biden is considered the president of “The White 

House, Inc.” 

 All courts in every state are Administrative Courts under the Administrative Branch 

of the government. They are not under the Judicial Branch of the government. 

 Obama faked his name, religion, wife, kids, birthplace, nationality, education, career, 

allegiance and then he sealed his records in his very first Executive Order to stop the 

public from finding out. 

 Fri. 20 May: In the past 12 days there have been many flights to GITMO after major 

arrests, especially in Texas. 

 Fri. 20 May: Elon Musk super excited to be in Brazil for launch of Starlink for 19,000 

unconnected schools in rural areas & environmental monitoring of Amazon! 

https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1527645516258955266?s=28&t=Rn6N6R7lnRsR7b

BHwW9f5g 

 Chronology of events. A visual historical presentation covering 100 years - from 1922 to 

2022. A curious timeline about how many important and curious events developed, but 

hidden from the attention of society. 

https://thewebmatrix.net/disclosure/timelineofevents.html 

 Other time lines: https://thewebmatrix.net/disclosure/ 

 Fri. 20 May 2022 Pelosi formally excommunicated by San Francisco 

Archbishop:  https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/news-

nation/pelosi-formally-and-publically-excommunicated-by-san-francisco-archbishop 

 Hillary Clinton Gave Green Light to Media About Key Trump-Russia Allegations, 

Campaign Manager Reveals: https://resistthemainstream.org/hillary-clinton-gave-
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green-light-to-media-about-key-trump-russia-allegations-campaign-manager-

reveals/?utm_source=telegram 

 May 21, 2022 – EVENING: A massive problem has arisen in the past hour, 

nationwide, in the USA. Credit Card processor terminals are down all over the 

country.  From a supermarket in northeastern New Jersey, to gas stations in Ohio, to 

LOWES in Florida, and even stores in California, consumers are standing in line not 

knowing what to do because they cannot pay for their purchases. 

 May 21, 2022: The China Communist Party (CCP) Central Committee has issued a 

"National Mobilization Order" to switch China from peacetime to wartime economy.  

This is now formal preparation to seize Taiwan and fight-off U.S. protection of that 

island. https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/ccp-issues-

national-mobilization-order-instructing-switch-to-wartime-operations 

 May 21, 2022 China launches Military exercises in South China Sea as Biden arrives 

in Asia. https://www.zerohedge.com/political/china-launches-military-exercises-south-

china-sea-biden-arrives-asia 

 Morgan Stanley and BofA's Michael Hartnett have said that the recession will begin 

in the second half of 2022, with the Fed ending its rate hike cycle well ahead of 

schedule, and proceeding to cuts rates and launch its latest QE sometime in early 

2023. https://www.zerohedge.com/markets/fed-mission-accomplished-real-time-

indicators-show-labor-market-just-cratered 

 Candace Owens Drops New Trailer for „The Greatest Lie Ever Told: George Floyd 

and the Rise of BLM‟: https://resistthemainstream.org/watch-candace-owens-drops-

new-trailer-for-the-greatest-lie-ever-told-george-floyd-and-the-rise-of-

blm/?utm_source=telegram 

G. Watch the Water: 

 This week there is massive flooding around the world - across Europe (Germany, 

Belgium, Netherlands), Haiti, Russia, Japan, the US and China. The weather changes and 

warfare are being activated by the DS to push their climate change narrative, but the 

Alliance is also using the water to flood DUMBS and tunnels. Operations are in full 

swing on both sides - now everything is dressed. I know it looks wild, but please stay 

positive - all material damage can be repaired, human damage will be kept to a minimum. 

The secret underground DS Cities & Networks are flooded. 

 Blowing DUMBS 334: Earthquakes in the last 10 days in Europe but mainly iran, Iraq 

etc, floods in Australia 3-4 weeks ago, now Europe is flooded. Don't tell me nothing is 

happening, the tunnels are gone folks, returned to nature. 

H. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ Harvesting, Adrenochrome Production 

Ring: 

 Jim Carrey Biden Hollywood Bloodlust Recap. How Dumb are they? 

https://rumble.com/v15pkz6-jim-carrey-biden-hollywood-bloodlust-recap-how-dumb-

are-they-channel-update.html 
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 Disney Pedowood - Frazzle Drip Killary and Friends - Think Epstein Was Bad? It Was 

Just the Tip of the Iceberg - UN Rapists Not Peace Keepers, Wake Up - All Will Be 

Revealed Shortly - Over a Million People Now Missing, All Instantly Vanished - Black-

Eyed Children & Hybrid Beings – Adrenochrome: The Elite’s Super Drug, Part 1 | Power 

Elite | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 OtreboR in Expose the Pedos End the Cabal: https://t.me/exposthePedos/142476 

 UN Rapes 60,000 kids: https://t.me/SpecialQForcesQmmunity/121475 

 Storm Child Trafficking: https://rumble.com/v145e5v-in-the-storm-news-the-full-

moon-show-on-child-trafficking-a-very-small-samp.html 

 Over 50,000 traumatized or deceased children have been recovered from underground 

tunnels that run under U.S. cities. The Australian military recently discovered over 

300,000 tortured children in underground tunnels in Melbourne, and it was estimated that 

over a million children would be extracted from a network running under Australia in the 

coming weeks. 

 An international child trafficking ring run by the Vatican and funded by the CIA 

appeared to be responsible for thousands of children disappearing each year. Children 

were stolen on behalf of global and political elites in the U.S. and the U.K. by well-

known organizations, including some state protective services, particularly in Arizona 

and California. UNICEF, NATO, many child welfare organizations in Africa, and those 

in Hollywood were suspected of abducting and torturing children through an elaborate 

network of tunnels. 

 This child abduction network was uncovered after thousands of abused and 

tortured children were found and rescued from tunnels running through New York 

and Los Angeles. Under the guise of the first Covid 19 "pandemic," the children were 

treated on the hospital ship USNS Comfort in New York Harbor and the hospital ship 

USNS Mercy off the coast of California. The UNO in New York and Century City in 

L.A., both under the control of the Council of Foreign Relations, were known hotbeds for 

avowed Satanists who practiced child sacrifice. 

 Satanic Elites Exposed Part 3 Award Winning Hollywood Pedophiles Walk of 

Shame: https://www.bitchute.com/video/7UbfZfqvc8PX/ 

 Satanic Elites Exposed Part 2 Justin Trudeau Jesuit Drama Queen Connections: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Foj7j2XlJcs9/ 

 Satanic Elites Exposed Part 1 Celine Dion Adren-0-Chrome Nununu World Order: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/804q0v5O0h0a/ 

 Underground Bases – Section 1: 35,927 Children Rescued From Giant, 

Thermonuclear Blasted Underground Facility: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/VVCIXOVt5tOZ 

 Thurs. 19 May 2022: Earth Quakes – massive cleanout California Hollywood, LA: 

https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/11655 
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 Satanic Cult in Pedowood – pure evil: 

https://t.me/ExposeThePEDOSendTheCABAL/9025 

 Over 50,000 traumatized or deceased children have been recovered from 

underground tunnels that run under U.S. cities. The Australian military recently 

discovered over 300,000 tortured children in underground tunnels in Melbourne, and it 

was estimated that over a million children would be extracted from a network running 

under Australia in the coming weeks. https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/7328 

 Military Continues Rescue of thousands of children from underground tunnels 

across the globe: https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2020/09/military-continues-child-

rescue-out-of-underground-tunnels-across-the-globe-3211555.html 

I. Global Food, Fuel and Goods Shortages: 

 Washington State gas stations run out of fuel, prep for $10 a gallon. “Gas stations in 

Washington state are resetting their price boards to accommodate double digits in 

preparation for fuel prices potentially reaching $10 a gallon, according to a report. When 

you look up United States of America on Dunn and Bradstreet, it is still listed at 1600 

Pennsylvania Avenue, and Donald J. Trump is listed as the "Agent of Service".  He is 

still our president. Trump is the "19
th
 President of the United States of America" and he 

never gave up (ceded) that position. 

 UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres: "Global hunger levels have reached a new 

high. In just two years, the number of people suffering from food shortages has doubled 

from 135 million to 276 million today. Growth of more than 500% since 2016 (...) The 

extreme climate situation is another reason for the emergence of global hunger. Over the 

past decade, 1.7 million people have been affected by extreme weather events and 

climate-related natural disasters, and the economic shock caused by the Covid-19 

pandemic has exacerbated the disruption of food supply chains and the even recovery 

after the pandemic. The current situation has already put many developing countries on 

the verge of default (...) Now Russia's invasion of Ukraine is intensifying the climate 

accelerating all these factors, climate change, Covid-19 and inequality. This could lead to 

tens of millions of people being on the verge of food insecurity, followed by malnutrition, 

which should cause anger and hunger in a crisis that could last for years (...) Last year, 

world food prices rose by almost a third, fertilizers by more than half, and oil prices by 

almost two-thirds (...) Many countries cannot borrow because the markets are closed to 

them, those who are able to borrow pay high interest rates, which exposes them to the 

risk of disaster and default." https://t.me/draftworldawakening/3 

 Q) The Storm Rider: German, French, Italian, Polish, And several NATO countries 

don't have the gas needed to fight a Russian War, let alone have gas for the summer 

season and coming Winter. 

 White Hats: Behind the scenes inside NATO, UN, Military, Cabal Deep State have 

been creating chaos within the Deep State Alliance. Now the Military Generals inside 

https://t.me/ExposeThePEDOSendTheCABAL/9025
https://t.me/DUMBSandUnderground/7328
https://beforeitsnews.com/politics/2020/09/military-continues-child-rescue-out-of-underground-tunnels-across-the-globe-3211555.html
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EU have their heads turned to bowing to Russia, creating a silent Alliance and slowly 

backing away from NATO, UN DEEP STATE (which is operated by the DAVOS heads: 

Rokefellers, Rothschild, Bush, Du Pont family – all extending from the Roman empire 

that created the central banking system and manmade systematic wars for control. 

 Behind the scenes Germany, France, Italy were beginning a collusion with Russia and 

silently making moves to expose the present UN NATO regime. 

 Putin knew about the Monkey Pox virus (bioweapon) inside the AstraZeneca & Pfizer 

vaccines. 

 Putin knew Deep State puppet Bill Gates was going to use the Monkey Pox as the next 

Pandemic. That's the reason W.H.O. ordered millions of Monkey Pox vaccines a year 

before the current outbreak. 

 Putin knew of the Deep State plans in advance. Who behind the Deep State Regime 

and their agenda was to attack Russia and tried many times to kill Putin in assassination 

attempts. (Russia holds most of the worlds lithium reserves and controls large portions of 

EU oil and fertilizer reserve and distribution). 

 With the planned Alliance attack on Ukraine, over 500 billion in Deep State money 

laundering operations went into the pockets of Russia. Not only did Russia get the 

money, and destroy deep state operation bio-labs in Ukraine but also the cutting off gas in 

EU / NATO countries has brought the beginning of NATO/UN regimen into a collapsing 

point as major countries Germany, Franc Italy are siding up to Putin. 

 White Hats were working behind the scenes to bring hidden stored food in 

underground DUMBS to the world and help food demands. The food hidden by Elites 

through the world in D.U.M.Bs was enough to for hundred years 

 In 2021 a Whistleblower came forward and exposed the poisoning of Infants 

through baby formula. The FDA received a whistleblower report in October 2021 

alleging Abbott officials falsified records, released untested infant formula and hid 

information during a 2019 FDA audit. Officials didn't interview the whistleblower until 

late December and didn't inspect the plant until Jan. 31, according to U.S. lawmakers. 

 A mass extinction event was averted using deadly baby formula to target infants. This 

Deep State Event would coincide with blaming the unvaccinated spreading the virus to 

infants or animals spreading a pathogen to infants. 

 The Military White Hats Alliance stepped in and ordered all destruction of the baby 

formulas and current Military investigation and indictments were ongoing. 

J. Cabal Control over Food Supply: Control Freaks vs. Food Supplies 

 Amid all the attacks on health, sanity and progress by Earth's dying Cabal BEAST, 

the War on Food is the latest front. We urgently need to get out the suppressed 

revolutionary energy & transportation tech - esp. ZPE and Cold Fusion - to break that 

Cabal chokepoint including its fake CO2 Climate Emergency project.  



 Meanwhile, pre-existing attacks on the food supply - GMO and terminator seeds, 

glyphosate, chem-trails, weather warfare - are now being joined by attacks against water 

and fertilizer supplies AND sophisticated attacks against food processing facilities having 

CIA signature characteristics.    

 As the "Monopoly: Who Owns the World?" documentary points out, Blackrock and 

Vanguard control a vast cross-section of the world's top corporations and product 

supplies - and governments and "intelligence agencies" - clues how these CRIMINAL 

ATTACKS are being orchestrated.  

 Here's another great investigative article about the topics by Corey Lynn of 

CoreysDigs.com fame. https://www.coreysdigs.com/global/new-controlled-food-system-

is-now-in-place-and-they-will-stop-at-nothing-to-accelerate-their-control/ 

 “Who controls the food supply controls the people; who controls the energy can 

control whole continents.” This famous quote by Henry Kissinger is ringing more and 

more true by the week. The globalists who already control the majority of the money, are 

moving ever so swiftly to...control the food industry while running much of it under the 

radar.  

 If they...control the food they can use the digital ID to control consumer access to 

the food. While a rash of fires suddenly destroy food processing, meat, and fertilizer 

plants, during a time where farmers are hurting and supply chain issues are kicking in, an 

entire traceable food infrastructure system has already been built in multiple cities and is 

making its way across the globe. 

 Imagine a day where farmers markets no longer exist, you can’t drive over to your 

local farmer to buy produce or cuts of meat, and the only food growing outside of the 

globalists secured indoor vertical farming and lab grown meat facilities, is in your 

windowsill, garden, or greenhouse. 

K. Global Financial Crisis: 

 Top Citi Analyst Just Warned Market May Crash Another 33% Wiping Out 5 

Years Of Gains: https://kingworldnews.com/top-citi-analyst-just-warned-market-may-

crash-another-33-wiping-out-5-years-of-gains/ 

 SWIFT Financial System going to all digital Crypto Currencies. 

 Med Beds now being sold: www.medbed.life 

 Former Clinton Campaign Manager Robby Mook testified in court that Hillary 

Clinton personally approved the dissemination of Trump-Russian bank allegations to the 

media. 

 Breaking Report: Dow Jones Is Down 8 Consecutive Weeks - This Has Not 

Happened in 90 Years! https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2022/05/breaking-report-

dow-jones-8-consecutive-weeks-not-happened-since-1923/ 

L. Covid/Vax, WHO Hoax: 

https://www.coreysdigs.com/global/new-controlled-food-system-is-now-in-place-and-they-will-stop-at-nothing-to-accelerate-their-control/
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 Dr. Michael Yeadon, former Pfizer executive at the Global Summit calls for removal 

of products from the market and investigation of fraud in the product development 

program(s).  FDA/MHRA/EMA/TGA/others failed to protect public.  Need to elevate 

issue eg DOJ, handle casualties. Join for more: @TheCovidTruthNet 

https://t.me/TheCovidTruthNet/732  

 COVID Vaccine Blood Clot Issue „May Be in the Hundreds,‟ But „Heart Issue is in 

the Thousands‟: Cardiologist: https://resistthemainstream.org/covid-vaccine-blood-

clot-issue-may-be-in-the-hundreds-but-heart-issue-is-in-the-thousands-

cardiologist/?utm_source=telegram 

 Data from New Zealand, UK, Scotland, Canada, USA all show the highest cases, 

hospitalizations and deaths are among the TRIPLE JABBED. The data also shows record 

breaking reports of AIDS, Cancer and Sepsis – all caused by the jabs. The Governments 

response to obvious evidence of massive war crimes? "We will no longer be publishing 

the vaccination status of cases, hospitalizations or deaths."   

 WHO wants to censor infodemic “misinformation” with pandemic treaty. A World 

Health Organization White Paper advocating for expanding WHO powers through the 

pandemic treaty puts tackling “infodemic” COVID “misinformation” at the top of their 

list. 

 Pfizer and CDC committed FRAUD by Withholding Critical DATA Resulting in 

HARM and DEATH to MILLIONS! 

 Documents Show Texas Researcher Warned Wuhan Lab of COVID Investigation 

by Congress. "Judicial Watch announced today that it obtained 412 pages of new records 

that show the former director of the Galveston National Laboratory at the University of 

Texas Medical Branch (UTMB), Dr James W. Le Duc warned Chinese researchers at the 

Wuhan Institute of Virology of potential investigations into the covid issue by Congress. 

Additionally, the documents show Le Duc praising the Wuhan researchers and Chinese 

officials for their handling of the COVID-19 outbreak, and, in Apr 2021, Le Duc 

accepting a request to be on the Biosafety Advisory Committee of Westlake University in 

Hangzhou. 

 Monkeypox is a intended effect of the AstraZeneca covid vax! 

https://twitter.com/Sgtnewsnetwork/status/1527713032142561280?s=20&t=eAW17B0lk

9-gn13DFNpE7Q 

 In Turkey, many pregnant mothers who had been vaccinated with Biontech and 

Moderna bore babies with multiple legs, arms and animal tails! Reported by the 

Turkish news channel Beyaz TV. 

M. Russia/Ukraine War: 

 Sat. 21 May 2022: All Ukraine NAZIS at Azovstal Have Now Surrendered and are 

in Custody: https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/all-ukraine-

nazis-at-azovstal-have-now-surrendered-and-are-in-custody 
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N. Putin Executes Bio-weapon Engineers in Ukraine: 

 Bio-weapon Engineers Executed: Russian President Vladimir Putin told Donald J. 

Trump that he had ordered the execution of 12 international bio-weapons engineers 

captured by Russian forces in Kiev and other Ukrainian cities a Mar-a-Lago source privy 

to the conversation. Putin called the engineers transnational criminals and said Ukraine is 

not a breeding ground for Western "pestilence," a word he has often used to refer to bio-

weapons facilities and child trafficking syndicates. 

 In what he called a communal execution, his military commanders had assembled the 

12 criminals and beheaded them one by one on Putin's orders. Each of the condemned, 

except the last one who died, had to witness the brutal, gruesome scene. Many pleaded 

for their lives as they watched in horror as the heads of their co-workers were sawed off 

at the neck. Some tried to close their eyes, but Russian soldiers forced those eyes open 

with their thumbs. Half of the group pissed themselves before their heads were chopped 

off. Putin said he captured them alive because he wanted to send a clear, unadulterated 

message to the CEOs of bioweapons consortia that had manufactured weapons of mass 

destruction on Ukrainian soil. 

 "Putin told Trump that the executions were videotaped, that he would send the video 

to the people responsible for building those labs. He also said that two American 'dirt and 

scum' were among the group killed and that a video of their beheading would be sent to 

DARPA," our source said. 

 The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) is a research and 

development agency of the U.S. Department of Defense responsible for developing new 

technologies for use by the military. Putin claimed that DARPA controlled two 

biological/chemical research facilities in central Ukraine. 

 "This is how we do it in Russia, President Trump. No lengthy process, no tribunal to 

waste time. We know these men were guilty because we caught them; if they were 

innocent, we wouldn't prosecute them. I am not sorry to inform you that two Americans 

were killed. They were criminals," Putin reportedly told Trump. 

 "Well, President Putin, I think you know what you are doing, and frankly I think you 

have the right idea. What's going on with these labs is a great shame and disaster," Trump 

replied. 

 In conclusion, Putin told President Trump, "The war is almost over," but did not 

explain how long "almost" would last. 

 . Significant Dates: 

  1776: the Declaration of Independence was signed by our "Founding Fathers." 

 1945: United Nations Treaty 

 1947: BAR Association Treaty 

 In the 1970's Nitinol Free Energy technology was discovered and developed that would 

stop oil dependency. It was never pursued as an energy source. 



 Through the Law of War, government power was handed to Military Sector's on Jan. 21, 

2022. 

  

 . For many decades US police forces have been under control of the United Nations. 

 Police Officers create Causes of Action, which creates a Case Number, which creates a 

CUSIP number, which creates a Bond in the amount that the Cabal wants to profit from 

you.  

 The CUSIP number is assigned to all stocks and registered bonds by The Committee on 

Uniform Securities Identification Procedures. 

 Those Bonds are sold with an ISLING number (International Securities Licensing 

number) out of the back doors of the court houses to the Bond Market on Wall Street. 

 This is how the “government” is funded. 

O. Twenty organized proofs of the faked moon landing 

1. (0:34) The moon's a luminary 

2. (2:42) Illogical space vacuum  

3. (4:42) Deadly Van Allen radiation belt 

4. (5:51) Moon's extreme temperature range 

5. (6:50) Buzz's wardrobe change mid space walk 

6. (7:36) Multiple light sources on lunar surface 

7. (8:25) Literal studio light exposed 

8. (9:09) Foreground vs. studio backdrop  

9. (10:40) Photo manipulation & studio tricks 

10. (11:57) CGI composites of Earth in background 

11. (12:49) Studio prop rock with letter "c" etched on it 

12. (13:28) Wire suspension for "weightlessness" exposed 

13. (14:15) Moon flag flapping in a non-atmosphere 

14. (14:50) Slow motion used to fake weightlessness 

15. (15:35) No visible stars  

16. (16:25) Lunar lander made of paper, tape, and foil 



17. (18:40) No burnt ground from landing. Lander had clean feet 

18. (19:27) Nixon calls moon using land line phone. No audio delay 

19. (20:11) Museum moon rocks proven fake 

20. (21:04) NASA lost all original footage. No more proof exists. Whoops 

P. Team Law's Home Page 

 Since the 2020 Election the United States has been undergoing a change. The worst 

part is the change is being compelled upon us by our own insurrecting Congress and the 

interlopers they allegedly sat as the executive leaders of the nation. 

 Throughout President Trump‟s term of office, it was all too obvious that something 

was different.  While President Trump was busy keeping his promises and quickly 

becoming the most favored President of the United States in history, the global elite were 

moving forward with their agenda by controlling Congress and the media.   

 By 2020, the United States was well on its way back to the Constitutional Republic 
the founders had idealized with our inspired Constitution.  However, In September of 

2019, shortly after President Trump returned from signing the first economic treaty of its 

kind with China, the Chinese released the CoViD-19 virus from Wuhan, China.   

 By July 2020, President Trump realized the United States had been attacked with 

two distinctively different weapons of mass destruction; each of which caused more 

damages in loss of life and economic destruction than the total cost of WWII.  President 

Trump made it clear that both of those weapons of mass destruction were launched by 

China against the United States; and, he respectively responded by declaring War against 

China.  

 Still, though the media covered the presidential speech, they poo-pooed it, then 

ignored it. What did the people do?  Nothing. 

 We discovered what Biden was doing from his son Hunter‟s laptop.  Biden received 

millions of dollars from China's Chairman to buy his influence.  Congress has recently 

admitted that they knew of this in September 2019; yet, back then they and the media 

said it was all “fake news.” 

 CoViD-19 continued to take its toll and has now, as a weapon of mass destruction, cost 

more than all of the wars throughout history combined.  Therefore, make no mistake, we 

are at war! 

 Yet, because this is a quiet war (the loss of life comes from poverty and disease, not 

bombs and bullets), most people are still doing nothing. 

 The 2020 election came and went, Dominion and ES&S voting machines maximized 

the effects of Vote Scam and the election turned into a computer controlled selection 

instead of an election.  The congressional insurrection bolstered by the global elites 

media control completed the DNC’s task of replacing the nation’s most favored President 

with the most disliked.  And, of course, the V.P isn't even a natural born Citizen, as is 

constitutionally required. 

http://teamlaw.net/


Q. Whiplash347: Election + 1 [11.4] Mass Cyber Attacks] Australian Election. New P.M 

already gonna remove Queen. She would "die" before the market opens on whichever day they 

choose 

Shanghai shutting everything including shops from now til Tuesday. 

It is Yangtze River exit into Ocean. 

Now CryptoG is being listed on Binance Wednesday.They are going to transfer Bitcoin Wealth 

into it 

Must be about to drop the EVERGRANDE Report defaulting Tether, USD, BTC & Ethereum. 

+ Global Housing Market Crash. + Global Stock Markets  

Evergrande Report will confirm Worldwide Election Rigging as they fund Dominion. 

Pendulum, Spacewalk, Starbridge etc will facilitate Ethereum & other blockchains into Stellar. 

Sunday Monday Tweet? China Tuesday Start 

ChongQing where the 2 Northern Dams are before 3GD & Wuhan 

China already said they ready to take Taiwan. 

11.4 & 11.5 [Think Quick Succession] 

Cyber Shutdown then Bombs. 

If May 29 is 11.5 [JFK] General K Then we are about to get 11.4 

R. Must Watch videos: 

 Thurs. 19 May Situation Update: Situation Update: Exterminator! Rise Of The 

Vaccines! Vax Data Shows Clear Genocide! WHO Power Grab Threatens All Sovereign 

Nations! Cobalt - 60 Military Drills Lead To Cancer In Vaxed! Constitutional 

Convention Held & US Republic Restored! - We The People News | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com)     https://rumble.com/v15buak-

situation-update-51922.html 

 Q Teams take down of the Cabal Q from A to Z: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/TidOCTSLokpn/ 

 The Sequel to the Fall of the Cabal – Part 23 Murder in Hospitals: 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/yK99LkArXqJG/ 

 5-20-2022 Juan O Savin Update: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M8_eaccsnpk 

 Elong Musk: https://t.me/JFK_TV/9487 
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 Eustace Mullins on how pharmakia is the creation of occultism. 

https://t.me/TheHiddenSurvivor/37 

S. Must Read Articles: 

 17 Goals Toward Enslavement: Exposing The Real Agendas Behind The 2030 

Agenda - coreysdigs.com: https://www.coreysdigs.com/global/17-goals-toward-

enslavement-exposing-the-real-agendas-behind-the-2030-agenda 

T. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities,” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill‟s witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4  

 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan appeared to be organized from the US Inc’s 

CIA, Queen Elizabeth’s, Illuminati Banking families’ and Vatican’s Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice 

Cult on down to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded 

by this same Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the 

process of being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored 

Republics of the world. It’s no wonder that President Trump has stated, “These people are sick.” 

U. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood:  

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims, who were witnesses and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff’s offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican.  

There’s certainly no help from US or other nation’s government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations.  

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily get away with the torture and murder of  

thousands of children on a regular basis. 
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V. The following have been set up to report Crimes Against Children and incidents of 

human trafficking, although I cannot verify as to the influence of Satanists within the 

organizations:  

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-

of-human-trafficking 

FBI Memphis (available 24 hours a day) (901) 747-4300  

Submit an anonymous tip tips.fbi.gov. 

National Human Trafficking Resources Center Hotline 1-(888)-373-7888. 

U.S. Immigration/ Customs Enforcement (ICE): https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form 

Federal Human Trafficking Website: https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/ 

Called to Rescue 855-646-5484 http://www.calledtorescue.org/ 

Tim Ballard at Operation Underground Railroad: https://ourrescue.org/   

Saving Innocence: https://savinginnocence.org 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end 

US: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline 1-800-422-4453 

USNCMEC Urgent victim help 24-Hour Hotline:  1-800-843-5678     

Contact Interpol:  https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL 

https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help 

Europol Tipline Tel.:  +31 70 302 5000 https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime 

EU Hotlines: https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-

hotlines_en 

Global: Human Trafficking Hotline Numbers: 

https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers 

Human Trafficking Help and Resources: https://trafficking.help/us/ 

UK: Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline BBC Action Line 

W. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
https://wsbt.com/news/nation-world/crime-that-hides-in-plain-sight-fbi-releases-warning-signs-of-human-trafficking?video=e56ba52a1b9d45ad8c8a033fd83fe480&jwsource=cl
https://www.ice.gov/webform/hsi-tip-form
https://www.state.gov/humantrafficking/
http://www.calledtorescue.org/
https://ourrescue.org/
https://savinginnocence.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FT4tmI8YxCU&feature=emb_rel_end
https://www.interpol.int/Contacts/Contact-INTERPOL
https://www.interpol.int/What-you-can-do/If-you-need-help
https://www.europol.europa.eu/report-a-crime
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
https://ec.europa.eu/anti-trafficking/citizens-corner-national-hotlines/national-hotlines_en
https://www.abolishion.org/human_trafficking_hotline_numbers
https://trafficking.help/us/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/actionline


It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

X. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 

truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites. It is my understanding that by linking into the Safe Link Website it will generate 

a Non Disclosure Agreement to sign in order to obtain redemption/ exchange appointments. 

After signing that Non Disclosure I will be unable to email, post or talk to anyone about the 

exchange process for at least 90 days, so I will be going silent and taking that time to get my 

humanitarian project organized and going. 

This is not a goodbye. I expect to be working with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you 

how much I have enjoyed getting to know you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs


Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 20, 2022 | Dinar Chronicles 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Special Report as of May 19, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 19, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Special Report as of May 18, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 18, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Special Report as of May 17, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 17, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Special Report as of May 16, 2022  

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 16, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 15, 2022 

Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of May 14, 2022 
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